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iland Cloud Backup using
Veeam Cloud ConnectTM

iland Cloud Backup using Veeam
Cloud Connect at a glance
 Familiar Veeam console for intuitive

Cloud-based backup has become a go-to solution for almost any
enterprise that wants to protect its digital assets. But all clouds
are not made equal. Global site options, top Tier networks and
100% availability are key to a successful backup strategy.

What is iland Cloud Backup using Veeam
Cloud Connect?
iland Cloud Backup leverages Veeam Cloud Connect to provide cloudbased backups for your local virtual guests and data. It allows you to
keep an up-to-date copy or secondary copy of your virtualized
applications in iland’s cloud, restoring files and virtual disks back to your
local environment as needed.
iland Cloud Backup uses Veeam Cloud Connect to enable organizations
to utilize iland’s global data centers and Tier 1 network providers for a
backup plan that allows strategic location and optimized access.

navigation and management
 Pre-built 100% SLA infrastructure
 Support for full offsite backup and
secondary site backup configurations
 Robust operating system support
 Both VMware and Hyper-V platforms
supported

Why choose iland?
19+ years supporting customers and
their critical workloads
95%+ customer satisfaction rating for
iland Cloud Support – with
representatives at each cloud location

Why choose iland as your Veeam Cloud
Connect target?

8 global data centers in NA, EMEA

employ the right experience and expertise

3 VMware Partner network awards -

iland is recognized by analysts as a trusted leader in cloud-based
disaster recovery.
iland provides professional services that lead you through cloud-based
disaster recovery planning and advise you on the optimal disaster
recovery plan for your organization whether this is backup or full
replication.
Should you need replication and recovery offerings; we ensure
successful execution of your failover and recovery with our unique
disaster recovery assessment and on-boarding services which detail
everything you need for an efficient recovery, ranging from replication
and retention goals, to configuration of end-user access.
.

and APAC, with further growth plans
in EMEA and APAC
Americas & Global
Consultative customer relationships
with the flexibility to meet your
business needs
“One of the biggest strengths of iland’s
continuity cloud offering is its immense
flexibility across recovery objectives, data
transport technologies, supported platforms,
and even the management and support. Yet
somehow, it manages to keep its solution
from becoming overly complex and overly
customized. In fact, its pricing transparency,
service levels, and contract terms received
very high marks from customers.”
"The Forrester Wave™: Disaster-Recovery-As-A-Service
Providers, Q1 2014," Forrester Research, Inc., January
17, 2014.
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simplify data protection
You don’t have to worry about complex configuration and setup.
Through the same Veeam console used for existing backup and
replication tasks, you can add iland as a service provider target. This
allows you to replicate to iland-managed enterprise-class infrastructure
that is ready to use and powered by highly reputable VMware
technology. You can be confident that the performance at your target
site will equal production-level.
It makes no difference whether your workloads live in a VMware or a
Hyper-V environment. iland supports both platforms providing backup
flexibility for your critical data and systems.

reduce protection costs
Select only the machines you want to protect and reduce the extra
costs associated with backing up everything. Unlike traditional
replication and recovery, iland Cloud Backup using Veeam Cloud
Connect offers granular replication, allowing you to select only the
machines you want to protect.

and, the rest of the reasons
There are a host of other reasons to choose iland – and we’d love to
highlight just a few more:
 Be confident that you are supported by a 100% infrastructure
availability SLA
 Our US locations hold SSAE 16 certification. Our EMEA/APAC
locations hold ISO 9001/27001 certifications.
 Data is encrypted as it travels across the wire using AES-256
encryption

so, what’s next?

about iland
With data centers in the U.S., U.K. and
Singapore, iland delivers proven enterprise
cloud solutions that help companies do
business faster, smarter and more flexibly.
Unlike any other provider, iland’s technology
and consultative approach mean anyone–
regardless of expertise, location or business
objective–can experience the benefits of a
hassle-free cloud.
From scaling production workloads, to
supporting testing and development, to
disaster recovery, iland’s secure cloud and
decades of experience translate into
unmatched service. Underscoring the
strength of its platform, the company has
been recognized as VMware’s Service
Provider Partner of the Year, Global and
Americas.

about Veeam
Veeam® enables the always-on business by
delivering Advanced Data Protection for the
Modern Data Center™. Veeam recognizes the
challenges in keeping a business up and running at
all times and addresses them with solutions that
provide high speed recovery, verified protection,
risk mitigation, complete visibility and data loss
avoidance. Veeam Backup & Replication™
leverages the enabling technologies of the modern
data center, including VMware vSphere, Microsoft
Hyper-V, NetApp Storage and HP 3PAR StoreServ,
to help organizations meet RPOs and RTOs, save
time, mitigate risks, and dramatically reduce
capital and operational costs.

Reach out to iland to learn more about iland Cloud Backup and cloudbased disaster recovery, and how they can help safeguard your
business.

www.iland.com | info@iland.com | @ilandcloud
North America +800.697.7088 | Europe +44 (0) 20.7096.0149
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